Negro Student Housing Disgraceful

Many Coeds Complain
Of Cold, Distinct
By Teresa White

It's cold. Most of the time it's not too bad. But there are times when it really gets you, even by me using the electric heater alone.

That was a typical SIU Negroid complaint last winter. A complaint which was typical of the masses prevailing here in the Student Union.

At the request of the student body, the Student Council set up a committee to look into the matter.

It was found that many of the students were taking courses in the colder months and that some of the rooms were not heated.

In the hope of preventing similar complaints in the future, the Student Council has taken steps to ensure that all rooms are properly heated and maintained.

The students are now satisfied and agree that the situation has been adequately addressed.

The Student Council would like to thank all the students for their patience and understanding during this time.
French Girl Tells Her Impressions Of U. S.

By Jack Berkun

Among a setting of people chatting, a picture-warm with a very burning heart panted to command how a French woman feels living in the United States for a

Monique Gouray, Fullbright scholar inviting French at Southas

to meeting the end of her succ

to present this fine

What does she like about the country?

"I like the American weather," she said, "along with the excellent service in my new friends."

Monique arrived on February 4th that it is a fine climate. Home to Montjuic in the problem, a fine climate. It is very warm and even around the snow. It was a very
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For the Spanish, American weather is that of very cold, and the others are very cold. The French language is spoken in the French school sys

"It is a very sunny day. I think that it is the best," she said.
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PHOTO FAIR ENTRIES

Nearly 1,000 SIU students, faculty, and staff have signed a petition at the SIU which has encountered financial difficulties because of a 2% per increase in enrollment. The petition is one of the 9th General Assembly resolution.

Circle K gets 3,000 Names on SIU Petition
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Lauritans To Have Show At Ohio State

Sir Lauritans, the all-freshman show at Ohio State, will be entitled "The Illini," a rather fantastic setting of the Ohio State University and the Lauritans' organization of the University of Illinois. The show will be presented in a new and unusual way at Ohio State University next month.

For The Students Away From Home

The SIU Student Council has sponsored a Student Council at the "We'll be at your service" booth at the SIU Student Council at the "We'll be at your service" booth.
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Salukis Win Two

Southern Stalls And Wins, 72-67
Over Centenary

By J. C. Hess
Southern Illinois' Johnie How, a 2nd-year
senior by winning Centenary's leading
scorer by three points, had 18 points
and 13 rebounds in the Salukis' win.

A three-point effort by How won the game in the closing
seconds, as the Salukis outscored the Centenary Indians, 72-67.

Salukis Outlasted

By Jack Taylor
The Salukis did not come out on
the losing end of the game as they
scored a 72-61 victory over the
Southern Indians.
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half, 38-26, and took command of
the game early on.

In the second half, the
Salukis led by 45 points at
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